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DG Concepts is more than just a digital

media and marketing agency. We are a

hub of creativity, innovation, and

unwavering determination.

We are the architects of transformative

journeys, the creators of digital success

stories, and your partner in navigating the

digital landscape.

Join us in our journey as we continue to

redefine possibilities in the world of

digital media and marketing.

ABOUT US

Content is King, but Marketing is Queen,
and the Queen runs the household.



Our mission is to empower through

innovation, deliver exceptional results,

and inspire growth in a client-

centered approach, shaping a

brighter digital future.

OUR MISSION



Our vision is to lead digital

transformation, setting new standards

for innovation and excellence in media

and marketing. We aim to positively

impact industries, communities, and

the global digital ecosystem through

creativity, technology, and client

success, reshaping the landscape for

the better.

OUR VISION



The Vision Takes Shape Overcoming Challenges The Turning Point

OUR STORY

In the early days, the founder

Asad Zaidi had a vision. It was a

vision of creating a digital

marketing agency that would

not just keep up with the rapid

changes in technology but

would lead the charge, set new

standards for creativity and

innovation in the digital sphere.

Henceforth, with a small,

passionate team, DG Concepts

was born.

The journey wasn't without its

challenges. The digital

landscape is dynamic and highly

competitive, and we faced our

fair share of hurdles. However,

we embraced every obstacle as

an opportunity to learn, adapt,

and evolve. These challenges

molded us into the resilient and

adaptable agency we are

today.

The turning point came when we

secured our first significant

client, JDC - A leading NGO from

Pakistan. Their trust in us

allowed us to showcase our

expertise and the

transformative potential of our

digital solutions. It marked the

beginning of a series of

successful collaborations and

established our reputation for

delivering results.

In the ever-evolving landscape of digital media and marketing, the tale of DG Concepts is one of passion, innovation, and

unwavering dedication. It began in 2018, when a visionary - Asad Zaidi - embarked on a mission to redefine how businesses

connect with their audiences in the digital age.



As word spread about our

innovative approach, DG

Concepts started to grow. Our

team expanded, and so did our

service offerings. We diversified

into web design, development,

social media management,

content creation, SEO, and more,

becoming a one-stop

destination for businesses

looking to thrive in the digital

realm.

Growth and Impact Forging Partnerships Shaping the Future

OUR STORY

Today, we are proud to have

partnered with a diverse range

of clients, from startups to

industry leaders, all across

Pakistan. We've not only helped

them achieve their digital goals

but have become an integral

part of their success stories.

As we look ahead, our journey

continues. The digital world is

ever-changing, and we are

committed to staying at the

forefront of this evolution,

pushing boundaries, and

shaping a brighter, more

connected future for our clients

and communities.
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OUR DYNAMIC TEAM

Expertise Collaboration and

Innovation

Client-Centric Approach

Leadership and

Mentorship

Diversity and Inclusion Results-Driven Mindset Ongoing Learning

and Growth

Passion and Dedication

At DG Concepts, we believe that our team is the heartbeat of our organization.

Our diverse and talented professionals are the driving force behind our success, enabling us

to consistently deliver exceptional results in the dynamic world of digital media and marketing.

Here’s what we bring to the table:



MEET OUR TEAM

Abbas Lakhani

Collaborative Partner

Zaheer Abbas

Chief Techincal Officer

Gul e Zehra

HR Manager

Khurram Salman

Social Media

Manager

Asad Zaidi

Founder & CEO

Herschele Christopher

Digital Marketing

Manager



MEET OUR TEAM

Shama Kumari

SEO Executive

Ubadha Arshad

SEO Executive

Noor Us Saba

Web Developer

Reza Merchant

Content Strategist

Haris Sheikh

Graphics Designer

Mohsin Ali Bangash

Video Editor

https://www.linkedin.com/in/gul-e-zehra-013483243/


OUR
SERVICES

DIGITAL

MARKETING

SOCIAL MEDIA

MANAGEMENT

CONTENT

PRODUCTION

WEB DESIGN &

DEVELOPMENT



OUR
SERVICES

SEO PR & INFLUENCER

MARKETING

ECOMMERCE MANAGED

WEB HOSTING



WHY DG CONCEPTS?

Tailored Strategies

Multi-Disciplinary Expertise

Innovation-Driven

Industry Expertise

Client-Centric Approach

Effective Communication

Transparency

Proven Track Record



OUR
CLIENTELE

AY BUILDERS
AND

DEVELOPERS

GFS BUILDERS
AND DEVELOPERS

CHANGAN
KARACHI
MOTORS

SUZUKI
KHALIL
MOTORS



OUR
CLIENTELE

JDC FOUNDATION
PAKISTAN

GAC WELFARE

AIMS
INSTITUTE

KASHMIR
PARK



OUR
CLIENTELE

PIZZA POINT
DEJA VU

CLOTHING BRAND

UNIQUE
BOLTS

MUSLIM
HANDS



Suite 607-B, Al-Amin Tower,

Gulshan-e-Iqbal, Block 10,

Karachi, Pakistan.

(+92) 309 0420521 info@dgconcepts.com.pk

LET’S CONNECT!

@DGconcepts @concepts_dg @DGconcepts

WWW.DGCONCEPTS.COM.PK

@concepts_dg


